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Small Wild Cats
The Book of the Cat
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Wild Cat
Contains a wealth of feline facts, with particular emphasis placed on cat behavior,
development, and care, and the unique characteristics of the top one hundred
varieties

Best Books for Children
An illustrated guide to the characteristics, feeding, grooming and care of Bengal
cats.

Big Cats
Discusses the lifestyle and behavior of elephants, big cats, bears and whales.

Hunter-trader-trapper
Wild Ways
Includes material on bobcats, wildcats, lynxes, cheetahs, leopards, jaguars, lions,
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margays, mountain lions, ocelots, pallas cats, servals, jaguarundis, and tigers.

Big Cats of the World
The Encyclopedia of Elephants, Big Cats, Bears & Whales
Drawings by Hal Frenck.

Mammals of Southern Africa
The Illustrated London News
Wild Cat
This is a guide for amateurs, which describes how the major spider families court,
catch prey, feed, and defend themselves.

American Book Publishing Record
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One brave feline, exiled from her clan, must fight to survive in this PEN
Award–winning author’s epic fantasy adventure about a tribe of prehistoric cats.
Twenty-five million years in the past, a clan of sentient, prehistoric big cats called
“the Named” have their own language, traditions, and law. Led by Meoran, the
Named herd horses and deer for food. They keep order and peace, fending off
predatory raiders—the UnNamed—from all sides. But, the battle has taken its toll,
and the Named are skirting the edge of survival. Much to the displeasure of
Meoran, a young female named Ratha discovers a powerful defense against the
UnNamed. She calls it “the Red Tongue,” and it is a creature of incredible power.
Red Tongue is fire, a force of both life and destruction that must be at once
nurtured and tamed. Sensing that Ratha’s mastery of fire threatens his power,
Meoran banishes her from the clan. As she travels out amongst the savage
UnNamed, Ratha learns about both them and herself. But, her tribe needs her. Can
she return? Will the Named survive constant attacks without the Red Tongue? Will
the power of the Red Tongue change the clan forever? Acclaimed author Clare Bell
crafts a serious coming-of-age story filled with adventure, triumph, and heartbreak.
Perfect for readers of Jean M. Auel’s The Clan of the Cave Bear, Ratha’s Creature
will have readers hooked and clamoring for more stories of these big, noble cats.

Annual Report - Institute of Terrestrial Ecology
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A volume dedicated to felines, €The Book of the Cat includes chapters like "Cats of
the Past," "The Points of a Cat," "Some Foreign Cats" and more.

Wild Cats of the World
Wild Cats of the World
Aisling has every reason in the world to like her life as it is: away from the shifter
community. Tucked in her little corner of the world, she sees no reason to gets
involved in the drama of the ever warring packs, until trouble knocks at her door.
Trouble wrapped in a delicious package her cat wants to claw. Raygan didn't know
what he expected when he moved his pride to the loner's territory; maybe having
to deal with a criminal, or someone in hiding. Instead, he found a fiercely
protective, insanely attractive lunatic with secrets he wants to unravel. A lunatic
who might very well be his fated mate.

The Encyclopedia Americana
Portrait of the world's 37 species of wild cats.
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Wild Cats of the World
Ranging from the largest - the Tiger to the smallest species - the Rusty-spotted Cat
and Black-footed Cat, the world's wild cats are some of the most beautiful,
ferocious and feared carnivores in the world. Wild Cats of the World provides a
detailed account of each species of wild cat, examining their importance
throughout history and the future of some of the most endangered breeds. Using
stunning photography and magnificent colour plates by top wildlife artist Priscilla
Barrett to depict each cat in detail, Wild Cats of the World examines the
characteristics of all 38 species, as well as their history, distribution and current
IUCN status.

Wild Cats
Did you know that most wild cat species are small and that lions, tigers, and other
large cats are the exception? That adult bobcats, clouded leopards, and other
small wild cats are completely asocial? And that they fight only as a last resort?
This entertaining and informative book reveals these and hundreds of other facts
about the behavior, biology, and conservation of the more than 30 small wild cat
species. From bobcats to servals, small cats are spread across the globe. They
range in size from the rusty-spotted cat and African black-footed cat, each of which
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weighs around 5 pounds when fully grown, to the Eurasian lynx, which can reach
an adult weight of 60 pounds. These felids are elusive, some are nocturnal, others
are arboreal, and all are rare and secretive, making them especially difficult to
study. James G. Sanderson, the world’s leading field expert on small wild cats, and
naturalist and wildlife artist Patrick Watson provide informative and entertaining
answers to common and unexpected questions about these animals. The authors
explain why some small cats live on the ground while others inhabit trees, discuss
the form and function of their coat types and colors, offer scientifically sound
information on human–small wild cat interactions, and even review the role that
small wild cats have played in literature, religion, and mythology. The world of cats
is as fascinating as it is diverse. Small Wild Cats: The Animal Answer Guide shows
just how important and interesting the littlest of the nondomesticated feline family
are.

Outing; Sport, Adventure, Travel, Fiction
Collier's Encyclopedia, with Bibliography and Index
Simon and Schuster's Guide to Mammals
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Best Books for Children, Preschool Through Grade 6
The Love of Big Cats
Presents information about the physical features, behavior, habitats, and
geographical distribution of wild and feral cats throughout the world, and the
dangers they face from humans and changes to their environment.

The Wild Cat Book
Presents the most comprehensive and up-to-date information available on the 36
wild cats of the world. It includes the first published collection of detailed range
maps and some of the first photographs of rare species in the wild. It provides a
thorough review of major issues in cat conservation such as habitat loss and
management of big cats in livestock areas; field and laboratory research;
international trade; the role of zoos; and reintroduction. High priority are identified
to further the cause of cat conservation.

Mating Season (Morgan Clan Bears, Book 1)
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A comprehensive manual for all cat owners, including chapters on cat
characteristics how to choose a cat; caring for your cat; safekeeping of cats;
breeding; amd health care.

The Ultimate Cat Book
Mating Season Morgan Clan Bears, Book 1 Drake Morgan has kept his family secret
from the humans, having no desire to put their existence out into the open like the
other shifterkind. He lives a solitary life with his two brothers hidden on his farm
deep in the backwoods of Northern Mississippi. Every spring, their bears call to
prepare their home for the arrival of a mating season. The search for their mates
begins, and Drake has to rethink his disgust of humans when one of their females
show up on his land, scenting of his destined mate. Morgan’s bear demands he
keep her for himself, but he knows she will never accept his true nature. Tessa
Ward moved to this little town to hide from her abusive ex, taking two jobs to pay
rent and put food on the table. Her position at the local parts store sends her into
the heart of the country to make one simple delivery to the local farmer, Drake
Morgan. Upon arrival, she is thrown into the world of the paranormal after one
touch from the bear shifter and she finds out his true nature. Mating season has
arrived, and Drake is prepared to fight for the woman who is fated to be his bride.
When his mate’s ex comes lurking around his sacred property, Drake will stop at
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nothing until his female is safe, even if it means killing a human…not that he cares
for them anyway.

Wild Cat
Wild Cats
Mammals includes 426 world species. An introduction to evolution, characteristics,
and orders of mammals classification, description, and habitat as well as details on
behavior, feeding habits, and reproduction. also color Synbols to illustrate habitat,
color maps to show the rarity of each species.

Wild Cat Species of the World
Wild Cats of the World
Heartbroken from the death of her mate three years ago, Shifter Cassidy Warden is
tracking down his mysterious killer-one who could bring danger to all Shifters. But
Detective Diego Escobar rekindles the flames of her mating desire. And once the
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fires begin, nothing and no one can put them out

Owning Happy, Healthy Cats
Ratha's Creature
Field and Stream
School Library Journal
Biodiversity and Dynamics of Ecosystems in North Eurasia
Did you know that European royalty once used cheetahs to hunt deer, or that
caracals can capture birds by leaping six and a half feet straight up into the air
from a standing start? Have you ever wondered whether domestic cats really do
land on their feet when they fall, or how Canada lynx can stalk their prey in the
winter without falling through the deep snow? Wild Cats of the World is a treasure
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trove of answers to questions like these, and many others, for anyone who's
interested in learning more about the world's felids, including the ones with whom
we share our homes. Mel and Fiona Sunquist have spent more than a decade
gathering information about cats from every available source, many of them quite
difficult to find, including scientific papers, descriptions of hunts, archeological
findings, observations by naturalists and travelers, reports from government
agencies, and newsletters from a wide variety of organizations. Weaving
information from these sources together with their own experiences observing wild
cats around the world, the Sunquists have created the most comprehensive
reference on felids available. Each of their accounts of the 36 species of cat
contains a description of the cat, including human interactions with it, as well as
detailed data on its distribution, ecology and behavior, status in the wild, and
efforts to conserve it. Numerous photographs, including more than 40 in full color,
illustrate these accounts. Ranging from the two-pound black-footed cat to the fivehundred-pound tiger, and from the African serval with its satellite-dish ears to the
web-footed fishing cat of Asia, Wild Cats of the World will fascinate and educate
felid fans of any stripe (or spot).

Kitty Cat
In this Leopard novel by the #1 New York Times bestselling author Christine
Feehan, passions explode like wildfire when a young woman’s feral instincts are
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ignited by a man who’s too dangerous not to desire… A simple request for Siena
Arnotto: deliver a gift to her grandfather’s friend. One look at Elijah Lospostos, hardbodied and stripped to the waist, and Siena succumbs to a feline stirring she never
felt before, and to Elijah’s reckless and pleasurable demands. But when that pulsethrobbing moment ends in the murder of an unexpected intruder, Elijah accuses
the shaken and confused Siena of setting him up. Then Siena discovers the truth of
her Leopard heritage, of the secrets in her grandfather’s inner circle, and the
sinister plot of revenge that has put her in jeopardy. When Siena’s grandfather is
assassinated, she realizes the only man she can trust is Elijah. Now as her Leopard
rises from within, Siena and Elijah share not only an animal instinct for
survival—but a desire so raw and wild it may be the only thing that can save them.

Comparartive Phylogeography of Sympatric Wild Cats
Bengal Cats
Presents an evolutional and historical accounting of the cat family, as well as the
physical attributes, life expectancies, native environments, and daily habits of its
major members.
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Cat News
Provides an annotated list of over eleven thousand of the best children's books
published
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